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Experience in international clinical research: the HIV
Prevention Trials Network
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The HIV Prevention Trials Network (HPTN) is supported by the NIH to
conduct randomized clinical trials to assess the efficacy of HIV prevention
strategies and technologies to reduce HIV transmission between adults. A
special focus of attention is on the use of antiretroviral drugs to prevent HIV
transmission, both by reducing infectiousness among HIV-infected persons
taking combination antiretroviral therapy (cART) and also by reducing
susceptibility among HIV-uninfected persons taking antiretrovirals for preexposure prophylaxis. Studies may be developmental in nature to assess
novel ideas for interventions or for assessing trial feasibility. However, pivotal
efficacy trials to test HIV-specific prevention strategies and technologies are
the main HPTN priority. Examples include a major protocol investigating the
impact of expanded testing and linkage to care on HIV surveillance indicators
in the USA (HPTN 065). Another protocol is addressing similar issues while
also investigating how combinations of prevention approaches are best
deployed to make a community-level impact in southern Africa (HPTN
071). HPTN 068 is evaluating a novel conditional cash transfer structural
intervention to increase school completion rates in young girls and thereby
reduce their HIV risk. Studies outside the US address the epidemic in most
at-risk populations and include an assessment of opiate agonist therapy to
reduce risk of HIV seroconversion among injection drug users (HTPN 058),
methods to increase HIV testing rates (HTPN 043), as well as methods for
reducing high-risk behaviors, and increasing adherence to cART in HIVinfected individuals (HPTN 062 and HPTN 063, respectively). The recent HPTN
052 study demonstrated that a 96% reduction in HIV transmission could be
achieved between serodiscordant sexual partners by providing the infected
partners with cART at a CD4+ cell count (350–550/µl) above the level that
would usually qualify them for therapy in low- and middle-income countries.
The immediate relevance to public health policy showcased in these trials
is a paradigm for the HPTN: design and conduct of clinical trials using
available licensed tools that can be rapidly translated for implementation
(‘Prevention NOW!’).
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The HIV Prevention Trials Network (HPTN) is a partnership between scientists
and communities around the world to develop, evaluate and implement biomedical, behavioral and structural interventions that can be used immediately to reduce
the transmission of HIV. The HPTN is primarily funded by the National Institute
of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, with co-funding from the National Institute of
Mental Health and the National Institute for Drug Abuse. The network performs a
combination of observational and randomized controlled clinical trials, designed and
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conducted according to the highest scientific and ethical
standards, to identify the best combinations of interventions for the populations at highest risk of HIV infection
worldwide [101] . As of mid-2011, 12 clinical research sites
(CRS) are participating in nine active trials; this includes
79 HIV testing, care and/or CRS in the USA and 31
CRS in 11 other countries in sub-Saharan Africa, Asia
and South America. Through this work, major scientific
discoveries have helped shape the field of HIV-prevention
research both internationally and in the USA.
The roots of the HPTN are found in the establishment
of the HIV Network for Prevention Trials (HIVNET)
in 1993, sponsored by the Division of AIDS of the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.
HIVNET international site infrastructure was developed with a master contract from 1993 to 1999 held
by Family Health International (renamed FHI 360),
and domestic sites were nurtured similarly through Abt
Associates. The international and domestic HIVNETs
were designed as multicenter, multidisciplinary collaborative research networks for HIV-prevention efficacy
trials, including vaccines, microbicides and motherto-child transmission. As research needs expanded,
HIVNET evolved into two separate networks in 1999:
HPTN and the HIV Vaccine Trials Network. In 2006,
there was another network evolution such that trials
that originated in the HPTN became key components
of the new Microbicides Trials Network (MTN), and
new International Maternal Pediatric Adolescent AIDS
Clinical Trials Group (IMPAACT). Collectively, the
prevention-oriented networks (HPTN, HVTN, MTN
and IMPAACT) evaluate the safety and effectiveness
of promising interventions to prevent the transmission
of HIV between sexual and/or needle-sharing partners,
or from mother-to-baby during pregnancy, at birth
and during breastfeeding. The key priority for all the
prevention-focused networks is to assess the impact of
prevention interventions on HIV incidence.
HPTN mission & rationale

The mission of the HPTN is to discover and develop
interventions that can be used to prevent sexual and/or
parenteral transmission of HIV around the world. This
includes both development of new prevention technologies and the implementation of known efficacious interventions in real-world settings to determine study cost,
coverage and population effectiveness.
The number of people living with HIV worldwide
continues to grow, with an estimated 33 million people
living with HIV in 2009 [102] . Three decades after HIV
was discovered, the epidemic appears to have stabilized
and has begun to show signs of decline in many parts of
the world. In 33 countries, HIV incidence fell by more
than 25% between 2001 and 2009 [102] . A total of 22
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of these countries are in sub-Saharan Africa, where the
epidemic has been fueled by sexual transmission [102] .
The etiology of this decline is unknown; the impact
of programs for HIV prevention and treatment may
have contributed, but high death rates and subsequent
declines in the infectious populations may also have
been contributing factors to the drop in HIV prevalence. However, several regions and countries do not
fit this declining trend. In Eastern Europe and Central
Asia, HIV incidence increased by more than 25%
between 2001 and 2009, highlighting the importance
of the emerging HIV epidemic in these regions, which
has been fueled primarily through injection drug users
(IDUs) [1,102] . Furthermore, even after declines in incidence, many countries in sub-Saharan Africa still have
exceedingly high HIV incidence rates, often greater
than 1% per annum among sexually active adolescents
and young adults [2] . While expanded availability of
combination antiretroviral therapy (cART) has reduced
morbidity and mortality, there is a long way to go before
the clinical, social and public health impact are substantially diminished with a reduction in the numbers of
new infections. Reduction in HIV incidence has been
achieved in some parts of the world; it is promising that
prevention research and implementation of new interventions will have an impact on the global pandemic,
and may change its course altogether [3–13] .
A striking characteristic of heterosexual HIV transmission risk is the disproportionate burden of HIV infection in women compared with men in the global epicenter of sub-Saharan Africa [14,102] . In countries where
heterosexual transmission is dominant, there are often
more than twice as many infections in young women
compared with young men. In these settings, women
acquire HIV infection on average of 5 to 10 years earlier than men, attributable to their comparatively older
sexual partners [15,102] . Prevention interventions that are
targeted to young women (and, when possible, their
partners) will not only benefit adolescents and young
adult women at high risk of HIV infection, but may
also reduce transmission to their sexual partners and
infants [15,16] .
In the USA and in other countries, HIV incidence is
increasing in some populations, such as men who have
sex with men (MSM) [102] . The HPTN has focused
its domestic prevention research agenda on the design
and implementation of studies that evaluate the feasibility of multicomponent strategies for HIV prevention,
particularly in MSM and vulnerable women [17–21] .
HPTN: an international HIV research network

HPTN began as a cooperative agreement with NIH in
1999, and was renewed in 2006 as a 7-year award. The
later award was given to an HPTN leadership group that
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focused on nonvaccine, non-microbicide, nonperinatal
prevention interventions, those issues were addressed by
the HVTN, the MTN and the IMPAACT networks,
respectively. Rather, the HPTN has focused on cART
for prevention, pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP), behavioral interventions, combination approaches and interventions among IDUs. The HIVNET and HPTN have
led HIV prevention research efforts since 1993, with an
anticipated renewal opportunity for 2013.
Notable HPTN achievements include the enhancement of clinical trial capabilities in nations with high
burdens of HIV infection, including some of the world’s
lowest-income nations (Table 1) .
Clinical and community research infrastructure development has included laboratory and data
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management, human resources, community advisory
groups and field outreach. Strengthening the pool of
local scientists in non-US countries has been accomplished through a strong partnership with the NIH
Fogarty International Center’s AIDS International
Training and Research Program. Training of clinical
trial research staff, especially nurses from resource-constrained settings, has raised the level of quality science
to meet International Committee for Harmonization
Guidelines and Good Clinical Practice standards. In
partnership with universities, ministries of health and
health departments worldwide, the HPTN has supported its affiliated investigators who now have extensive clinical trials experience, local nursing and pharmacy management, proficient laboratories, community

Table 1. National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases-supported clinical trials sites that are affiliated with the HIV
Prevention Trials Network in 2011.
Africa

Asia and South America

North America

Gaborone prevention/treatment trials
CRS, Gaborone, Botswana

Instituto de Pesquisa Clinica Evandro Chagas
CRS, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

Bronx-Lebanon Hospital Center CRS,
Bronx, NY, USA

KEMRI/CDC CRS, Kisumu, Kenya

Hospital Nossa Senhora da Conceicao CRS,
Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil

The Fenway Institute CRS, Boston, MA,
USA

University of North Carolina Lilongwe
CRS, Malawi

Hospital Geral de Nova Iguaçu CRS, Nova
Iguacu, RJ, Brazil

George Washington University CRS,
Washington, DC, USA

College of Medicine JHU CRS, Blantyre,
Malawi

Guangxi Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention and for HIV/AIDS Prevention and
Control CRS, Nanning, China

Harlem Prevention Center CRS, NY, USA

Wits HIV CRS, Johannesburg, Gauteng,
South Africa

Heng County Center for Disease Control and
Prevention CRS, Hengzhou, Guangxi, China

Hope Clinic of the Emory Vaccine
Center CRS, Decatur, GA, USA

Emavundleni Desmond Tutu HIV Centre
CRS, Cape Town, Western Cape, South
Africa

Xinjiang CRS, Urumqi, China

Johns Hopkins Adult AIDS CRS,
Baltimore, MD, USA

Soweto HPTN CRS, Johannesburg,
Gauteng South Africa

NARI Pune CRS, Pune, Maharashtra, India

New Jersey Medical School CRS,
Newark, NJ, USA

MRC/Wits Rural Public Health and Health NARI Clinic at Gadikhana Dr. Kotnis Municipal
Transitions Unit CRS, Bushbuckridge,
Dispensary CRS, Pune, Maharashtra, India
Mpumalanga, South Africa

NY Blood Center/Union Square CRS,
NY, USA

Nyanga CRS, Cape Town, Western Cape
South Africa

NARI Clinic at NIV CRS, Pune, Maharashtra,
India

Ponce de Leon Center CRS, Atlanta, GA,
USA

Makerere University-JHU Research
Collaboration CRS, Kampala, Uganda

YRG CARE Medical Center, VHS Chennai CRS,
Taramani, India

San Francisco Vaccine and Prevention
CRS, San Francisco, CA, USA
UCLA Vine Street CRS, Los Angeles, CA,
USA

George Clinic CRS, Lusaka, Zambia

San Miguel CRS, Lima, Peru

UNC AIDS CRS, Chapel Hill, NC, USA

Kamwala Clinic CRS, Lusaka, Zambia

Asociacion Civil Selva Amazonica, CRS, Iquitos,
Maynas, Peru

Wake County Health and Human
Services CRS, Raleigh, NC, USA

Matero Reference Clinic CRS, Lusaka,
Zambia

Chiang Mai University AIDS Prevention CRS,
Thailand

UZ-Parirenyatwa CRS, Harare, Zimbabwe

Silom Community Clinic CRS, Bangkok,
Ratchathewi, Thailand

CRS: Clinical research site; HPTN: HIV Prevention Trials Network; JHU: Johns Hopkins University.
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outreach and experience in data management systems.
Much of this infrastructure has been built in lowerincome nations (e.g., Malawi, Tanzania, Uganda and
Zambia), in rural areas (China, Peru, Thailand and
Zimbabwe), and in countries with hard-to-reach,
impoverished subpopulations (Brazil, India, Russia,
South Africa and the USA).

HPTN studies are designed to evaluate interventions
in all populations at risk of HIV infection though sexual
or parenteral routes, including heterosexual discordant
couples, adolescent girls, MSM, vulnerable women and
IDU. A flagship study, HPTN 052, enrolled 1763 serodiscordant couples (i.e., one partner was HIV-infected
and the other was HIV-uninfected) in nine countries
(Botswana, Brazil, India, Kenya, Malawi, South Africa,
HPTN research agenda
Thailand, USA and Zimbabwe) [22] . Most (54%) particThe HPTN seeks to identify and test practical, safe and ipants were from Africa, which contributed disproporpotentially effective approaches to prevent acquisition tionately to the infection events. HIV-1-infected particiand/or spread of HIV either sexually or through IDU. pants with CD4 + cell counts from 350–550 cells/µl were
The research agenda integrates biomedical and techno- randomly assigned to receive cART either immediately
logical advances, such as use of antiretroviral drugs for (early therapy) or when CD4 + cell count declined below
HIV prevention and treatment for drug addiction, as 250 cells/µl or at the onset of HIV-1-related symptoms
well as behavioral and structural interventions that are (delayed therapy). The primary prevention end point
focused on individuals or communities. These interven- was linked HIV-1 transmission in HIV-1-negative parttions may be designed to prevent infection or to reduce ners. This end point was designed to test the hypothesis
infectiousness of persons with acute, early or established that cART prevents HIV transmission to sexual partHIV infection. Intervention trials are designed in both ners. The primary clinical end point was the earliest
culturally appropriate and contextually relevant ways, occurrence of pulmonary tuberculosis, severe bacterial
ensuring the applicability of the results to public health infection, a WHO stage 4 event or death, testing the
practice.
hypothesis that earlier therapy would provide substanHIV prevention is possible through:
tial benefit to the infected partner’s health. Among the
39 HIV-1 transmissions observed, 28 were linked to the
■■Avoiding or reducing exposure to HIV;
infected partner by molecular analysis of HIV strains
■■Blocking HIV from entry once exposure has occurred; (incidence rate: 0.9/100 person-years; 95% CI: 0.6, 1.3).
■■Reducing the viral load in an infectious person [102] . Of the 28 linked transmissions, only one occurred in the
early therapy group (hazard ratio: 0.04; 95% CI: 0.01,
The HPTN scientific agenda focuses on all three of 0.27; p < 0.001). In addition, the HIV-infected persons
receiving early therapy had fewer treatment end points
these approaches (Figure 1) .
(hazard ratio: 0.59; 95% CI: 0.40,
0.88; p = 0.01), especially non
Modes of transmission
pulmonary tuberculosis. This 96%
Sexual transmission
prevention efficacy represents the
Blood-borne/parenteral transmission
most efficacious intervention yet
Mother-to-child transmission
discovered in the HIV prevention
Interventions
Interventions
field. The finding that early initia– Reduce
– Reduce high-risk
tion of cART is an effective tool for
high-risk
behavior
Infectious person
Susceptible person
†
behavior
–
Block
with
barriers
HIV prevention provides a strong
HIV virions
target cells
– Rx HIV
– Reduce susceptibility,
indication that global mobilization
– Rx STIs
e.g., male circumcision
to increase testing and linkage to
– Rx OIs
– Blood and needle
Improved efficiency of
early cART could be an efficacious
safety
transmission
HIV-prevention strategy.
Increased viral load
The treatment of substance abuse
Activated immune system
Increased exposure to target cells
has been linked to the reduction of
HIV risk behaviors for more than
a decade [23,102] , but no studies
Figure 1. Conceptual model for HIV prevention. An HIV-infected person can (A) become
have been able to directly evaluless infectious or (B) the HIV can be blocked from entering a susceptible individual. We test
ate whether this type of intervenstrategies marked ‘Interventions.’
tion can prevent HIV infection.
†Barriers: physical, for example, condoms; chemical, for example, antiretroviral prophylaxis;
HPTN 058 addresses this question
or immunological, for example, HIV vaccines.
with a large, randomized controlled
OI: Opportunistic infection; Rx: Treatment of; STI: Sexually transmitted infection.
trial to determine whether an opiate
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agonist drug, co-formulated with an antagonist that
renders it less valuable as a ‘street drug’ (e.g., buprenorphine/naloxone), can be used to treat heroin addiction,
reduce injection drug use, and prevent HIV infection and death among opiate injectors in China and
Thailand. While buprenorphine is an opiate agonist
and can reduce the craving for heroin, the naloxone
antagonist is not absorbed in sublingual dosing, but can
block agonist effects if illicitly diverted and injected.
Hence, this combination is acceptable in some parts of
the world where public security and policy authorities
do not want opiate agonists to be used when they might
be diverted to the illegal market. Results from this ongoing study will advance the scientific understanding of
HIV prevention among IDUs with a product that may
be useful in venues without ready access to methadone
substitution therapy.
Individuals with acute or early HIV infection may
be responsible for a large proportion of all HIV transmission [24] . A study in sub-Saharan Africa suggests
transmission by individuals with recent infections could
be up to 10- to 100-times more efficient than transmission by those with more established infections [25] .
HPTN 062 is evaluating the acceptability and feasibility of using an enhanced one-on-one counseling intervention to reduce risk behaviors among individuals with
acute HIV infection in Malawi. A second behaviorally
focused study (HPTN 063) is testing the feasibility
of a counseling intervention in chronically infected
individuals in Brazil, Thailand and Zambia.
Approximately 75% of young people infected with
HIV (15–24 years of age) in sub-Saharan Africa are
girls, and most of them become infected during adolescence [15] . Therefore, evaluations of structural interventions in this group remain a priority. The goal of HPTN
068 is to evaluate the impact of a multilevel HIV prevention intervention to address structural and social
factors contributing to young South African women’s
risk of HIV infection. Specifically, the Phase III efficacy trial HPTN 068 will assess whether the use of
financial incentives to keep adolescent girls in school
in South Africa can decrease their risks of acquiring
HIV infection.
In the USA, HPTN 064 (also known as the ISIS study)
is estimating HIV incidence among women living in ten
distinct geographic areas of the USA that have high rates
of HIV prevalence and poverty. This study uses innovative approaches of ethnographic mapping and community engagement to identify the areas of highest risk
of HIV acquisition. A study of use and acceptability of
tenofovir 1% microbicide gel for topical PrEP in women
in the USA is the subject of HPTN 072, which builds on
results from a South African study, CAPRISA 004 [26] .
HPTN 061 (also known as the BROTHERS study) is
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testing the feasibility and acceptability of a multicomponent community-wide intervention for black MSM. The
test, Link to Care Plus study (HPTN 065) will assess the
public health impact of expanded HIV testing, linkage
to care strategies, and approaches to improve treatment
adherence on key indicators of the USA HIV epidemic;
this study is being conducted in Washington, DC, and
in the Bronx borough of New York City.
Results from recent studies have identified two new
tools that can be used as PrEP: a vaginal tenofovir gel
that is administered proximate to coitus in heterosexual young women (CAPRISA 004) and a daily oral
tenofovir/emtricitabine regimen used in MSM (iPrEx),
heterosexual men and women, and serodiscordant
couples [26,27] . For the majority of ‘at-risk’ populations,
HIV risk-taking is unlikely to occur on a daily basis.
Therefore, it is hypothesized that less frequent drug dosing (i.e., intermittent PrEP) will result in higher acceptability, decreased drug costs and lower risk of toxicity.
However, any benefit from intermittent PrEP compared
with daily PrEP could be mitigated by an increased risk
of HIV infection if intermittent PrEP were to provide
insufficient drug concentrations in relevant tissues.
HPTN is conducting three trials to evaluate new dosing regimens and new drugs for PrEP. The data generated by HPTN 066 will be used to develop a comprehensive multicompartment pharmacokinetic model for
intermittent pre-exposure antiretroviral chemoprophylaxis. The purpose of the study is to establish the doseproportionality of tenofovir/emtricitabine (serum and
intracellular forms) with daily to weekly dosing. The
purpose of HPTN 067 (the ADAPT study) is to identify dosing regimens that foster healthy sexual practices
and pill-taking behavior in people at high risk of HIV
infection. A challenging issue related to the use of PrEP
is to avoid development of antiretroviral drug resistance
in individuals who have unrecognized seroconversion
or recent infection with ART drug resistance. Ideally,
drugs used for PrEP would not be used as a part of a
first-line treatment regimen. Maraviroc is not used in
early therapy and meets these (and other) criteria as a
potential PrEP drug agent. The purpose of HPTN 069
is to assess the safety and tolerability of maraviroccontaining regimens for PrEP, and to characterize the
relative pharmcok inetic properties, and identify potential resistance issues. One study nearing completion
is HPTN 043 (also called Project ACCEPT), which
is testing whether a huge increase in HIV testing will
result in a drop in community HIV incidence; 48 communities have been randomized in Thailand, Tanzania,
South Africa and Zimbabwe [28–33] . Building on our
knowledge that testing can be radically expanded successfully in rural and urban Africa, HPTN will now
study a matrix of interventions based on cART for
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prevention and medical male circumcision to reduce
HIV transmission in a community-randomized trial in
Zambia and South Africa (HPTN 071) [34] .

■■MSM;

Organizational structure of the HPTN

■■Substance users;

■■ Partner institutions in the HPTN
leadership group

■■Women-at-risk;
■■Adolescents;
■■Community;

The HPTN Leadership Group consists of a partnership
between FHI 360, which serves as a Coordinating and
Operations center (CORE); Johns Hopkins University
(JHU), which serves as the Network Laboratory
(NL); and the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center, which serves as the network’s Statistical Data
Management Center (SDMC) (Figure 2) . Other institutional partners include Vanderbilt University, TN, USA
(primary affiliation for Vermund, Principal Investigator
[PI] of HPTN and chair of the Executive Committee
[EC]) and the Centre for the AIDS Programme of
Research in South Africa (CAPRISA) in Durban, South
Africa (primary affiliation for Abdool Karim, co-PI of
HPTN). In 2012, leadership of the HPTN CORE and
EC will rotate to Wafaa El-Sadr (Columbia University)
and Myron Cohen (University of North Carolina).

■■Ethics;
■■Biomedical tools;
■■Combination approaches.

The EC includes investigators from the Clinical
Trials Units (CTUs), CORE, SDMC, NL, NIH representatives, and chairs of scientific WG. A subset of
the EC, the Prevention Management Group, is involved
in the day-to-day operational oversight of all HPTN
studies and helps troubleshoot problems that may arise.
The HPTN SCs and cross-cutting WGs serve as the
network units for collaboration, communication, science development and trials management. Operations
are organized to ensure good governance, streamlined
science generation and review, and expeditious initiation and efficient conduct of protocols. Scientific prioriScientific committees & working groups
ties are kept current and timely, and studies are initiThe HPTN leadership group governs the network with ated and implemented in compliance with Division of
the help of scientific and operational committees, and AIDS policies. This includes state-of-the-art ethical and
scientific working groups (WG). The EC is chaired by regulatory oversight and compliance.
the HPTN PI and includes members of the Trans-NIH
Membership of all committees and groups reflect
Group. The EC sets the research priorities of the HPTN the diversity of the network, including representatives
and directs its scientific activities. Through its members from central network operational components, CTUs
serving as liaisons to each scientific committee (SC) and and community representatives, as well as scientists and
WG, the EC assures that the specific areas of prevention researchers. Members are chosen by soliciting nominascience addressed by the individual SC/WG are effectively tions from the network members and from scientists in
coordinated. SC/WGs include these areas of focus:
HIV-related fields external to the network. Criteria for
selection include expertise in scientific areas that are of interest to the
network, geographical diversity, and
Clinical trial units
Principal investigators
Trans-NIH
group
access to key populations.
and investigators at

HPTN/CTU-affiliated clinical
research sites

Coordination and
operations center
FHI 360

and the HPTN Executive
Committee

Network Laboratory
Johns Hopkins University

NIAID, NIMH,
NIDA, others

Statistical center for
HIV/AIDS research
and prevention

Figure 2. Structure of HIV Prevention Trials Network leadership with operational
components.
CTU: Clinical Trials Units; HPTN: HIV Prevention Trials Network.
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Oversight committees

There are several key standing committees engaged in the review and
oversight of HPTN activities. Two
committees highlighted are the science review committee (SRC) and
the study monitoring committee
(SMC). The SRC is responsible
for providing a thorough scientific,
ethical and operational assessment
of study concept plans and protocols. The SRC ensures that study
protocols are statistically, operationally and ethically sound, as well as
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accurate, consistent, complete and, to the extent possible, standardized relative to other HPTN protocols.
The SMC functions as an arm of the EC to provide a
peer review of the conduct of all HPTN studies. Active
HPTN studies are typically reviewed by the SMC within
the first 4–6 months of study implementation and, thereafter, approximately every 6 months, including prior to
data and safety monitoring board reviews. HTPN also
uses a manuscript review committee to maximize the
quality of work before submission to external peer review.
HPTN operational components

The HPTN components responsible for the operational
aspects of the Network and funded through cooperative agreements with NIH are the CORE, SDMC, NL
and the CTUs. The CORE is responsible for facilitating
and managing the scientific agenda and research operations of the HPTN. The CORE staff are involved in the
studies from concept to protocol development and in
study conduct and publication of results. The CORE is
also responsible for logistical and administrative support
for the HPTN EC and other committees. FHI 360, an
international research organization, with headquarters in
Durham, North Carolina, is the CORE for the network.
The CORE’s scientific and operational responsibilities
include:
■■Leadership and governance;
■■Scientific priority setting;
■■Research management and support;
■■Protocol development, review and pre-implementation activities;
■■Assistance to CTUs during conduct of study;
■■Community and research ethics programs;
■■Communication and information dissemination [101] ;
■■Financial management and support.
The SDMC is responsible for facilitating all aspects
of study design, data collection, reporting and statistical analysis for HPTN trials. The SDMC manages the
HPTN study databases and guides protocol teams on
both the statistical components of study design and the
collection and analysis of study data. The Statistical
Center for HIV/AIDS Research and Prevention at the
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle,
Washington, USA, is the SDMC for the HPTN.
The SDMC’s specific responsibilities include:
■■Member of network leadership;
■■Statistical support and scientific leadership;
■■Data management;
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■■Study monitoring reports;
■■Central data repository (clinical and laboratory);
■■Protocol operations;
■■International IT support;
■■Clinical data safety monitoring;
■■Data assistance for specimen repository management.
The NL is responsible for overseeing collection, testing
and reporting of results from biologic samples, assisting
in the development and quality assessment of local laboratory capacity at CTUs, and identifying and implementing state-of-the-art assays and technologies to advance
the scientific agenda of the Network. The HPTN NL
is at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine.
The NL’s responsibilities include:
■■Member of network leadership;
■■Laboratory support to sites;
■■Laboratory-related scientific leadership on protocols;
■■Monitor local laboratory proficiency, with remediation
assistance when needed.
Proposing new protocols

New scientific ideas are encouraged at all times in the
HPTN. Concept capsules may be generated by site investigators or any external investigators collaborating with
the HPTN. Ideas that address the mission and focus of
the HPTN research agenda are summarized in a 3–5
page capsule that briefly describes the background/rationale, target study population and possible HIV prevention intervention(s), and should also include an estimated
budget. Capsules are reviewed by three reviewers designated by the EC Chair, one of whom represents the NIH.
Upon capsule approval, the incipient protocol team is
formed and a detailed concept (10–15 pages) is developed.
Upon WG and EC approval, and after funding planning
with the NIH, protocol development is authorized.
Protocol teams & site selection committees

Protocol teams assume primary responsibility for scientific leadership in the development, implementation and
day-to-day oversight of HPTN studies and dissemination of their results. The Protocol Chair provides scientific leadership during the development, implementation
and reporting of the study and assumes responsibility for
the projected protocol timeline and budget. Although
individual protocol team members have different roles
in fulfilling specific protocol team responsibilities, all
members are expected to provide appropriate scientific,
operational or site-specific input.

Clin. Invest. (2011) 1(12)
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Once the concept for a new study has been approved
by the EC and a first draft of the protocol is available,
a Site Selection Committee is formed, composed of the
following voting members: Protocol Chair and representatives from CORE, NL, SDMC and NIH. The
Site Selection Committee creates a questionnaire that is
submitted to all potential CTUs in the HPTN, unless
the protocol requirements are applicable to only certain
sites. The questionnaire solicits information pertinent to
the CRS/CTU (hereafter referred to as ‘site’) ability to
execute the protocol. Interested sites are evaluated and
scored on predefined scoring criteria. The Site Selection
Committee discusses any additional factors that seem
relevant to a site’s consideration for the study and advise
network leadership, which selects the sites.
Publication policy

Timely communication with the scientific community
is an essential function of the HPTN and is generally
accomplished by presentations at scientific meetings
and the publication of manuscripts in peer-reviewed
journals. The HPTN publication policy is designed to
be flexible and to facilitate rapid and accurate dissemination of HPTN study results. HPTN protocol team
members are responsible for publications and presentations that are reviewed by the manuscript review committee before submission for publication. All publications are on the HPTN website [101] ; a few recent papers
are referenced here [30,34–42] .
In conclusion, epidemiological data highlight the
necessity for a comprehensive HIV-prevention science
agenda to study both sexually and parenterally mediated

prevention strategies internationally and in the USA.
The HPTN focuses on interventions in adults of potentially high and rapid global impact. HPTN focuses on
existing technologies that have the potential to make an
immediate impact on the HIV epidemic; ‘Prevention
Now!’ is our motto. Such studies require the infrastructure of an international clinical research network such as
HPTN that is well poised to address the next research
questions to address the HIV pandemic.
Future perspective

The recent discoveries of the use of ART for Prevention
in HPTN 052, a partially effective topical microbicide
(1% tenofovir) and an oral chemoprophylactic agent (oral
tenofovir/emtricitabine and oral tenofovir) as well as male
circumcision have brought new hope to prevention efforts.
However, combinations of interventions to prevent HIV
infection will be more effective than a single approach,
analogous to the use of highly active antiretroviral therapy
to treat HIV infection. Evaluation of such combination
approaches customized to prevent HIV infection in different populations at-risk will be the focus of HIV prevention research in the future. Research studies designed to
evaluate such combinations of interventions will require
a large number of participants in multiple research sites in
areas of high HIV prevalence. The HPTN is well-poised
to conduct this research and is already focusing on such
approaches and developing research studies that will provide important data on how best to combine interventions
for HIV prevention in different populations and settings
to optimize the reduction in HIV incidence. Such studies
will also provide data on cost–effectiveness.

Executive summary
HIV Prevention Trials Network’s creation: vision & challenges
■■ The HIV Prevention Trials Network (HPTN) was created by the NIH to conduct Phase III efficacy clinical trials of novel
technologies and approaches to prevent adult HIV transmission. In partnership of central resources and clinical trials units
around the world, trials are in progress on a wide variety of strategies for preventing the spread of HIV.
HPTN’s contribution to advancing international HIV prevention research
■■ HPTN and its predecessor, HIV Network for Prevention Trials, has conducted dozens of trials over nearly two decades. Among
them are: HIV Network for Prevention Trials 012, which discovered that single-dose nevirapine given to an HIV-infected pregnant
woman and to her HIV-exposed infant could drop transmission to the newborn in half; HPTN 052, which demonstrated that
combination antiretroviral therapy could reduce transmission from an infected sexual partner to an uninfected partner; and
HPTN developmental studies, which demonstrated the promise of topical tenofovir 1% gel as a microbicide.
■■ HPTN has also done a number of developmental studies that have helped prepare clinical research sites, develop promising
interventions, or accessed highest risk populations.
HPTN contributing new standards for HIV prevention
■■ It is now standard practice to include nevirapine in regimens to prevent mother-to-child transmission of HIV.
■■ Liberalization of the use of combination antiretroviral therapy is making possible the decline in transmission by reducing the
number of infectious persons in communities.
Moving towards the future
■■ Combinations of prevention strategies are now being used to assess for synergism in combating HIV spread.
■■ Structural interventions are being combined with individual behavioral and biomedical approaches to make a greater
community-level HIV prevention impact.
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